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Traveling concentric-roll patterns in Rayleigh-Bénard convection with modulated rotation
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We present experimental results for pattern formation in Rayleigh-Be´nard convection with modulated rota-
tion about a vertical axis. The dimensionless rotation rateV was varied asVm5V@11d cos(fVt)# ~time is
scaled by the vertical viscous diffusion time of the cell!. We used a cylindrical cell of aspect ratio~radius/
height! G511.8 and variedV, d, f, ande[R/Rc(V)21 (R is the Rayleigh number!. The fluid was water
with a Prandtl number of 4.5. Sufficiently far above onset even a smalld*0.02 stabilized a concentric-roll
~target! pattern. Multiarmed spirals were observed close to onset. The rolls of the target patterns traveled
radially inward independent of the sense of rotation. The radial speedv was nearly independent ofe for fixed
V, d, andf. However,v increased with any one ofV, d, andf when all the other parameters were held fixed.
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Convection in a thin horizontal layer of fluid heated fro
below, known as Rayleigh-Be´nard convection~RBC!, pre-
sents a rich variety of phenomena when the control par
eter is modulated. The usual control parameter is the R
leigh number R5agd3DT/kn, where a is the isobaric
thermal expansion coefficient,g the vertical acceleration,DT
the imposed temperature difference, andd the cell thickness.
The fluid propertiesk andn are the thermal diffusivity and
the kinematic viscosity. Without modulation convection b
gins whenR exceeds a critical valueRc(V50) which for the
laterally infinite system has the value 1708@1#. Modulation
of DT @2–6# and ofg @2,7# were explored in some detail an
were found to shift the threshold and critical wave numb
and to produce interesting patterns above onset.

Here we report pattern-formation phenomena in the c
of RBC with rotation about a vertical axis. In that case t
frequency of rotationV52p f tn , with f the frequency in Hz
andtn5d2/n, is an additional control parameter. The usu
equation of motion~in the rotating frame! acquires additiona
terms 2V(v3 ẑ) corresponding to the Coriolis force an
V2ẑ3( ẑ3r ) corresponding to the centrifugal force. Th
centrifugal force, to lowest order, is balanced by a press
gradient supported by the sidewalls, and its influence on
patterns is usually neglected. The Coriolis force leads t
threshold shift from Rc(V50) to Rc(V).Rc(0), to a
change in the critical wave numberkc(V).kc(0), and to
interesting pattern-formation phenomena. Perhaps mos
teresting are the patterns generated by the Ku¨ppers-Lortz
~KL ! instability @8# of the straight convection rolls which
form above onset via a supercritical bifurcation. Immediat
above onset the KL instability leads to a chaotically tim
dependent pattern of convection rolls which is broken up i
domains of various orientations and which contains ma
dislocations@9,10#.

In the present workV was modulated as

Vm5V@11d cos~fVt !# ~1!

where the dimensionless timet5 t̃ /tn is scaled bytn . This
leads to an angular acceleration term (ẑ3r )dV/dt which
induces an oscillating azimuthal mean flow~MF!. Such a
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flow is expected to stabilize rolls with their axes parallel
its direction @11#. Recently, the problem was investigate
theoretically by Roxin and Riecke@12#, who found that the
anisotropy imposed by the azimuthal MF tends to suppr
the KL instability and to stabilize spirals and concentric ro
known as target patterns. In a model system, their deta
stability analysis allows a prediction of the number of spi
arms.

The parameter space for this problem is quite large
composed of the distance from threshold~without modula-
tion! e[R/Rc(V)21, the mean rotation rateV, the modu-
lation amplituded, and the modulation frequencyf. In the
present paper we explore only some of it, concentrating
properties of the target patterns.

Figure 1 shows typical patterns forV523.6 ande.0.1.
For this V the unmodulated system is expected to be
unstable@8#. Indeed, in the absence of modulation we o
served a pattern typical of the KL state as shown in~a!. Even
a small modulation amplituded*0.02 stabilized a target pat
tern as shown in~c!. Not expected was the fact that th
pattern traveled radially inward, causing rolls to disappea
the umbilicus. The traveling nature of the patterns is illu
trated in Fig. 2, which shows the shadowgraph signal alon
cell diameter as a function of time for several values of
modulation frequencyf. The direction of travel was inde
pendent of the sense of rotation. Whenf was decreased o
close enough to threshold for anyf, a pattern of multiarmed
spirals appeared instead of the target patterns as show
Fig. 1~b!.

In the remainder of this paper we report measurement

FIG. 1. Representative shadowgraph images just above ons
the absence and presence of modulation forV523.6 ande.0.1.
~a! d50, ~b! d50.18 andf51, ~c! d50.18 andf55.
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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the radial speedv of the target patterns. WithV, d, andf
fixed,v was found to be almost independent ofe as shown in
Fig. 3. Thus we studied in some detail the effects ofV, d,
andf on v by varying one of the parameters at a time.

The experiments were carried out in an apparatus
scribed elsewhere@13#. We used a cylindrical cell made b
sealing a high-density polyethylene ring between a 9.5 m
thick, optically flat sapphire top and a bottom silver plate
the same thickness, which had a diamond-machined top
face. The cell had a thicknessd52.9560.01 mm with an

FIG. 2. Space-time plot of the radial shadowgraph signal a
function of time. The data are forV519.7, d50.18, ande50.24,
and correspond to~a! f51, ~b! f52, ~c! f54, and~d! f55. The
time is in units oftn .

FIG. 3. Radial speedv as a function ofe for V515.8 and
f51. Open diamonds:d50.10. Solid triangles:d50.15. Open
circles:d50.20.
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aspect ratioG ([radius/d)511.8. The working fluid was
pure deionized water and was sealed in the cell w
ethylene-propylene O rings. The top sapphire plate was
thermal contact with a constant-temperature circulating w
ter bath at 37.0 °C. The experiments were carried out
varying the bottom-plate temperature near 40 °C. T
Prandtl number of the working fluid was close to 4.5 for
the experiments. The vertical diffusion timetn was 12.5 s
and the characteristic velocityvn[d/tn was 236 mm/s. The
Boussinesq parameterP @14,10# varied from 20.2 to
20.35. The whole apparatus was on top of a table that co
be rotated at a maximum rate of 1 Hz. To limit the effects
centrifugal acceleration, the modulation experiments w
carried out up to a rotation rate of only 0.35 Hz. The ma
mum value of the Froude numberF[r (2p f )2/g, which
measures the effect of the centrifugal acceleration, was o
about 0.016 whenr 5Gd was used in its evaluation. With
this setup, we were able to explore a modest range of rota
rates up toV.28. The modulation of rotation was achieve
by varying the square-wave input of the controller of t
stepper motor which drove the table. To ensure a smo
rotation, we built the modulation curve using 180 to 3
steps per revolution. We were able to explore the range
<e&0.3, 8<V,28, 0<d<0.24, and 1<f<5.

The onset of convection was determined both by he
transport measurements and from the shadowgraph con
The critical temperature difference without rotationDTc(V
50)51.92 °C is in very good agreement with the estima
1.92760.03 °C based on the fluid properties,Rc,051708,
and the cell spacing. A pattern of straight rolls appeared
above theV50 onset. In the experiments with uniform ro
tation (Vm5V), the pattern was that of the expecte
S-shaped rolls at lowV and the KL instability at higherV
@9#. However, when the onset was approached from below
the presence of modulation, a pattern of multiarmed spi
appeared just above the onset in which rolls met the s
walls at small angles@Fig. 1~b!#. The spirals, once formed
persisted for a significant range ofe above onset. Nonethe
less, it was possible to create target patterns, and they w
also stable over a significant range ofe when onset was
approached from above in the presence of modulation. T
could be achieved by starting below onset and applyin
step in the heat current to the system while it was rotate
a uniformV. About 20% above the onset, a small modu
tion was turned on. This stabilized the existing concen
rolls that had appeard above onset due to dynamic side
forcing @15#.

With modulation, the target patterns were not station
but traveled inward as discussed above and illustrated in
2. The rings collapsed in the center of the cell as new o
were formed near the sidewall. This fascinating process w
on indefinitely. To establish that the traveling target patte
was in fact due to modulation, we switched back to unifo
rotation in several experiments. Cross rolls appeared at
periphery of the cell and eventually led to breaking up of t
target pattern and the reappearance of KL-unstable roll
terns. The change of the pattern after modulation was tur
off was accompanied by a slight decrease of the wave n
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ber. The phenomena associated with switching off the mo
lation were quite interesting, but have not been studied
detail. Our focus was the appearance and dynamics of
target patterns. Since they could be stabilized only w
above the onset, all of the experiments reported here w
carried out by preparing the state by applying modulat
when the bottom plate was being heated. All data repo
were taken by approaching the onset from above. Just ab
the onset, the target pattern usually broke into spirals
those in Fig. 1~b!.

First we examined the traveling-wave speedv of the tar-
get patterns as a function ofe at constantV515.8 andf
51.0 for three values ofd. Results are shown in Fig. 3. W
see thatv is nearly independent ofe. To explore the behavio
of v asV is varied, several experiments were carried out
which a constant distancee50.24 above onset was main
tained at eachV. Data ford50.18 andf55 are shown in
Fig. 4. One sees thatv increases withV at fixedd andf. A
relatively high valued50.18 and the largestf55 were cho-
sen for these measurements because the runs at smallV, d,
andf yielded a very weak shadowgraph signal which ma
it difficult to determinev. Also, at smalld,0.1, although the
target pattern was stable, the rolls traveled relatively slo
and it was difficult to measurev in a run of reasonable
length.

Next we looked at the dependence ofv on d at fixedV
and f. This is shown in Fig. 5 forV515.76 and 7.9 and
f51. For V57.9 the pattern was stationary belowd50.1.
Again for these sets of experimentse50.24. Finally, in Fig.
6 results are shown forv as a function off at constantV,r ,
andd. Although there is somef dependence, the speed do
not seem to go to zero asf vanishes.

In this brief paper we reported on the effect of tempo
modulation of the rotation rate on pattern formation in RB
in the presence of rotation about a vertical axis. In our
rameter range we found that modulation generally produ
spirals at onset. Further above onset target patterns can
be created, and once formed, they are stable to within sev
percent of the onset where they become unstable to spi
The spirals or targets replace the Ku¨ppers-Lortz-unstable
pattern or, at lowerV, the S-shaped rolls that occur in th

FIG. 4. Radial speedv as function of the mean rotation rateV
for d50.18, f55, ande50.24.
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absence of rotation. We found that the concentric rolls of
target patterns travel inwardly and disappear at the umb
cus, with new ones being generated at the sidewall. The
rection of travel is independent of the direction of rotatio
We report quantitative measurements of the traveling-w
speed as a function of the Rayleigh number, the aver
rotation rate, the modulation amplitude, and the modulat
frequency.

It is not difficult to understand the stabilization of spira
or targets. The angular acceleration is expected to induc
oscillating azimuthal mean flow. A mean flow is known
stabilize convection rolls with their axes in the direction
the flow @11#, and thus its azimuthal nature in the prese
case quite naturally leads to targets or~for relatively weak
flow! to spirals. This phenomenon is discussed more qua
tatively in an accompanying paper by Roxin and Riec
@12#. It is more difficult to understand the traveling nature
the rolls in the target patterns, and we are not aware o
theoretical explanation. A conceivable cause of the roll d
may be theradial large-scale flow induced by the centrifug
force. Although we cannot rule this out on the basis of t
present experiments, it seems an unlikely explanation to
because of the quite small Froude numbers involved in
work. We also note that this flow differs from the usual me
flow that is known to induce roll drift in that it has no vert
cal vorticity; i.e., its direction of motion is in opposite direc
tions near the top and the bottom of the fluid layer. Thus
lowest order it would not be expected to induce roll dri

FIG. 5. Radial speedv as function of the amplitude of modula
tion d for two different V and f51. Solid circles:V515.8 and
e50.24. Diamonds:V57.9 ande50.24.

FIG. 6. Radial speedv as function off for V519.7 ~solid
squares! and 11.8~open squares!, e50.24, andd50.18.
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More experiments to clarify this point, involving a study
the roll velocity as a function of the Froude number, wou
be appropriate. Alternatively, it has been suggested that
Coriolis force due to the azimuthal mean flow may play
role @16#. This effect would have to be quite subtle since t
major component of this force oscillates and alternat
points radially outward and inward during each modulat
cycle. At present this possibility has not yet been inve
gated theoretically. Thirdly, an interesting possibility is th
competing wave-number-selection mechanisms at the um
licus and at the sidewall become relevant in the presenc
modulation. Such a competition would lead to a radial wa
number gradient and thus to a mean drift of the rolls in
direction orthogonal to their axes@17#. The occurrence of
this phenomenon due to highly conducting sidewalls w
investigated theoretically by Tuckerman and Barkley@18#.
For V50 @19,20# ~and indeed forV.0 but d50 @21#! it
y
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does not seem to occur in experiments, presumably bec
the sidewalls pin the phase of the pattern. A modification
the sidewall selection and/or a reduction of the phase pinn
by the modulation would be an interesting topic for futu
theoretical study. Experimental support for drift due to
wave number gradient could be found from measurement
cells with different aspect ratios, sincev would be propor-
tional to 1/G. Of course, an actual measurement of the rad
dependence of the local wave number would be very in
esting as well, but was beyond the resolution of the curr
experiments.
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